Mylan B.V., based in Amstelveen in The Netherlands is looking for a Senior Quality Affairs Officer to strengthen the
department Quality Affairs, consisting of 8 people.
About the company
Mylan is a global healthcare company focused on making high quality medicines available to patients who need them.
We have one of the industry’s broadest and most diverse portfolios, with more than 7,500 marketed products around
the world that include prescription generic and brand‐name medicines, and over‐the‐counter (OTC) offerings. We offer
our products in more than 165 countries and territories. Our most valuable asset is our global workforce, each member
of which is a passionate supporter of our cause to deliver better health for a better world. At Mylan in The Netherlands
there are approx. 80 people working in a brand new building, located in Amstelveen.
About the function
What are we looking for?
Someone who can plan, organize and conduct Quality Affairs activities that are in compliance with the relevant EU and
national regulatory affairs and to undertake and fulfill the legal responsibilities as QP (GMP) and RP (GDP) within the
Netherlands for all products where Mylan has either responsibility as Batch Release Site or as Distributor and/or MAH.
What are the essential tasks?
To release products for the market as QP or RP; to qualify suppliers as part of supplier management; to manage
deviations, changes and CAPAs; to compile PQRs; to act as (co‐)host during internal corporate or external (authorities)
audits/inspections; to monitor on–going stability studies; to handle product recalls.
What are the technical qualifications you should bring?
We are looking for a Life‐science graduate or pharmaceutical qualification, preferably as industrial pharmacist and QP
authorization for release products to the market. Also, solid Quality Affairs experience covering all aspects of GMP/GDP.
What skills should you have?
First of all we are looking for a team player! Furthermore, we are looking for a highly motivated individual who has the
desire to succeed and can work under pressure, who is willing to walk the extra mile and is able to deliver the objectives
within tight time frames. You are able to have a lot of initiative and you can make well‐considered decisions. Also, you
are able to prioritize and keep an overview with complex situations/processes and point out possible bottlenecks and
consequences, and you are creative in finding solutions. You are customer focused, you take responsibility, have a
hands‐on mentality but you are able to delegate as well. You are excellent in Dutch and English (both in writing and
speaking).
If you are interested, please contact Anja Ledderhof (Head of Quality Affairs) on 06 31 78 69 21 or via email
anja.ledderhof@mylan.nl

